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1. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR PROGRIVHE AND BUDCF,.T:.ESTIMATE .- OR.,.195.5:

Item 6.4 of the Agenda (Official Records Noe 50 and Corr,l, 52 and 53 and
resolution EB13,R81; Documents A7 /P &B /11, 12, 12 Add.1; 22, and 25 to 29)

(continued)

Recommendation on the Programme for 1955

The CHAIRMAN asked if there were any further comments on the draft resolution

of the delegation of Brazil as.amendedby the delegation of Australia (document

A7 /P &B/27) or on the amendment to that resolution proposed by the delegation of the

United States (document A7/P &B/28),

Dr, TURBOTT (New Zealand) reiterated his preference for the original Australian

proposal, which called for a reasonable proportion between major subject -headings,

He thought it advisable not to tie the hands of the regional directors. For

example, at an earlier meeting the Committee had unanimously recommended that more

attention should be paid to environmental sanitation, Some of the regional directors

would undoubtedly wish to comply with that recommendation, but they would find

difficulty in doing so if they were also instructed to maintain the same balance

between major subject- headings as in 1954.,

He therefore. proposed that ,the last two lines of paragraph 1 (ii) of the

resolution in document A7 /P &B/27 be amended to read: "maintaining a proportionate

balance between major sub -headings ".

In answer to ,a question by Dr JULIUS (Netherlands), Dr. MACKENZIE, representative

of the Executive Board, described the machinery of the Joint Committee on Health

Policy, which gave approval to the general policy to govern joint activities. With

regard to specific projects, however, those projects originated with the Executive
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Board of UNICEF. Each project was examined by the Director -General of WHO, through

officials specially allocated from his staff in each case; WHO then undertook to

supply the technical staff. He thought that no difficulties had arisen from that

procedure.

Mr. HARRY (Australia), referring to the New Zealand amendment, . said the

Australian delegation fully agreed as to the importance of environmental sanitation;

the Committee, moreover, had already expressed its opinion on that point.

however, the Committee decided to leave it to the Director -General to strike a

If,

balance among budgetary items, it would not be giving him the guidance he wanted.

In the resolution in document A7 /P&B /27 the Director -General was asked to observe

the same balance as in 1954 without being tied too rigidly. That formula should

give satisfaction to the delegate of New Zealand. Iii the course of adjustments in

1954, the percentage allocation of Technical Assistance funds had increased from 7.4

per cent to 9 per cent; applied to 1955 that Would mean an amount of approximately

$100,000 for new projects in the field of environmental sanitation.

Dr. TURBOTT (New Zealand) replied that he had taken environmental sanitation

only as an example and still held that the Australian amendment would prevent the

Director -General from manoeuvering within the narrow limits at his disposal. He

therefore maintained his amendment.

Dr. BERNARD (France) recalled that he had already expressed his delegationts

views on the general relations between WHO and UNICEF at the previous meeting. His

main point was that each organization should have its own autonomy and its own

responsibility, administratively and financially. The proposed resolution did not
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take account of that principle.

The.`delegate of Turkey had at the previous meeting drawn attention, to the

difficulty of basing a budget on pious hopes. The Committee should adopt a more

realistic stand and ask the Director -General to consider the possibility of assuming

the total costs in question. That' would not. close the door to negotiations between

the two organizations; - indeed the penultimate paragraph of the resolution adopted

at the previous meeting provided -for negotiations in the event of the finances required

for joint projects exceeding the ordinary resources of the Organization.' While it

would be a cause for rejoicing and 'a further sign, of understanding between thé two

organizations if UNICEF agreed after consultation with WHO to give increased aid

towards the payment of thé technical personnel, the decisions of the UNICEF Executive

Board must not be anticipated.

The French delegation therefore could accept paragraph 2 (i) of the Brazilian

resolution, but not paragraph 2 (ii), and proposed that the United States amendment

(document A7 /P&B /28) should be substituted for, paragraph 2 (iii) with one important

amendment - the replacement of the words "half of the cost" by "the entire cost ".

Dr. SICAULT (Morocco, French Zone). asked for clarification of the New Zealand

amendment to paragraph 1 (ii). He had; understood.. the amendment to mean that the

same proportion should be maintained between major sub - headings as for 1954, The

delegate of: New Zealand had however stated that his amendment was designed t6 leave

the maximum of liberty, to the Director -General in'effecting: a° balance... Possibly

the-words  "satisfactory balance" would be more appropriate "than ,"proportionate

ba1ance";'
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Dr. TURBOTT (New Zealand) said that üsatisfactorr.balaneet{ was acceptable tó his

delegation.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee should vote on the Brazilian resolution

.as amended bythe.Australian delegation (document A7/P&B/27) paragraph by paragraph,

with the relevant amendments, leaving aside paragraphs 3 and 5 until such time as

Technical Assistance came up for discussion.

It was so agreed.

Decisions

(1) The preamble and paragraph 1 (i) were approved.

(2) The New Zealand amendment to paragraph 1 (ii) was adopted,'the paragraph
AS a whole then being approved.

(3) Paragraphs 2 (i) and 2 (ii) were approved.

(4) The French amendment to the United States amendment to paragraph 2 (iii)
was rejected by 21 votes to 18.

(5) The United States amendment to paragraph 2 (iii) was adopted.

(6) 'Paragraph 4 was approved.

Appropriation Resolution (Document A7 /P&B /26)

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to thé second report of :the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters to the Committee on Programme and Budget (document A7 /P&B /26)

which contained the proposed Appropriation' Resolution for the financial Year 1955. The

total of Part II, Operating Programme, could only be the difference between the budget

ceiling of 0,500,000 and the sum of Parts I and III, i.e. 0,1261591. Taking account of

the resolution just adopted, the figures "to be-inserted-under Part II .Operating Programme

were p
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4, Central Technical Services, áp1,715,853

5.., Advisory .Services, i34,9324245

6. Regional Offices, $1044736
7.- Expert Committees and Conferences, 0135,757

giving the total of $4126,591.-

Decision: The proposed Appropriation Resolution for the financial year 1955, as
'givèn in document 17/P&B/26 and completed by. the figures read out by the Chairman,
was approved.

Dr. SICAULT (Morocco, French Zone), referring to the new projects indicated in docu-

ment A7 /P &B/29,._ asked whether as a result of paragraph 2 (iii) the resolution on the pro-

gramme for 1955,. the amount available for new projects including ihdividual: fellowships,

shown as $313,890, would be increased and if so by approximately what amount*

Dr,. DOROLhF, Deputy, Director -General, .said that the adoption of the paragraph' in

question did not affect the amount available for new projects'as stated in document

A7 /P &B/29.. The . amount would be increased only if UNICEF agreed to reimburse WHO for the

whole and not merely half, of the cost of international health personnel. :in joint projects

with tiIHO. In that case the amount would be increased by about another 4300,000..

2. DECISIONS OF THE SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL AND EIGHTH
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AFFECTING WHO'S ACTIVITIES: Item 6.14 of the 'Agenda (Officàl
Records No. 52, Resolution EB13..1170 and Documents A7 /P&B /7, A7 /P&B /lO, A7 /P&B /lO

Addendum 1 and Addendum 1 Rev.l)(continued)_.

Decision: The Committee noted the report of the Director- General on the decisions
'of the sixteenth session of the Economic and Social Council and the Eighth General
Assembly affecting WHO's activities.

REPORT ON THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNÍCAL ASSISTANCE:' Item X6.5 Bof the Agenda
'(Resdlut on WHA6.9.;' -Official.Records No.. ,52, Resolutions EB13.R40, 41 and 42 and

Annex 12; Document A7 /P&B /2)

Dr. KAUL,.Director, Office of Technical Assistance, introducing the subject,. said

that the report of the Director-General on WHO participation in the Expanded Programme
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of Technical Assistance in document A7 /P &B /2 was complementary to that presented to

the thirteenth sessión'óf the Executive Board and contained in Official Records No 52

Annex 12,

It would be seen from the latter report that the Technical Assistance Board had

earmarked for WHO the sum of $5,078,000000 from the Special Account for 1953; that sum had

subsequently been reduced and WHO had received only $4,600,525 in that year The summary

in section 3 in document A7 /P&B /2 showed that on 1 January 1954 WHOts total resources for

1954, including the carry- -over from 1953, amounted to :2,7521207. The raising of the

expenditure ceiling for the second half of the year (decided upon by the Technical

Assistance Board at its session in March 1954) had resulted in a small increase in the

funds for WHO arid raised the total earmarking to 3,283,457. It was not certain whether

any further suns of money would be available during 1954; that depended on the rate of

payment of contributions pledged;, which amounted to approximately 24 million doll ^rs,

:.s a result of a decision taken by the Technical Assistance Committee, $3,000,000 out of

the 1954 contributions 'would have to be used for gradually increasing the present

reserve from S3,000,000 to $12,0000000000 It was still the aim of the _Technical l' s sistance

Board to raise programme expenditure for 1954 to X18,000,000, but the realization of

that aim would depend on the resources that might become available,

Referring to changes in the'financial procedures and policies decided upon by

the Technical Assistance Board and the Technical Assistance Committee, he recalled

that the Technical Assistancë Programme was dependent on the amount of government

pledges made annually on a voluntary basis and on the extent to which those pledges were

fulfilled. There were always delays in payment, The financial situation was further

complicated by the fact that contributions were received in the different currencies of

the contributing countries. The Expanded Programme had been operated during the past
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three years on a yearly basis in the same way as the nórmal programmes of the United

Nations and the participating organization's. Both the Technical Assistance Board and

the Technical Assistance Committee had been concerned with the danger to long -term con-
.

tinuing programmes of fluctuations in the resources and the Technical Assistance Com-

mittee had now decided that the Reserve Fund in the Special Account should be increased

to $12,000,000; that the Technical Assistance Board would base its annual programme on

the most conservativ: estimates of the annual resources in the light of the previous

year's experience, and that the participating organizations would keep commitments under

their operating programmes within the limits of their share of the Reserve Fund.

While these factors would increase the financial stability of the programme, they

did not ensure the financial resources necessary f completing long -term programmes.

Annex 2 of document A7 /P &B /2 contained the statement of the WHO representative at the

meeting of the Technical Assistance Committee in March 1954 in which hé had explained

that WHO would like to see introduced a full assurance that the Technical Assistance

Board, when approving a project, would simultaneously approve the finances for the com-

.
pletion of that project, a provision to that effect being included in the financial

policies of the. Technical Assistance Programme. The Technical Assistance Board had in

fact included provisions in its recommendations to the Technical Assistance Committee

which would have permitted this measure and the Executive Board of WHO had fully endorse

it at its thirteenth session. The Technical Assistance Committee, however, had not

accepted it, and to that extent the financing of the'long -term programmes was not fully

assured. Qn the other hand the present arrangements were a great advance, and the

Director -General would continue his efforts to get the programme procedures improved

in order to bring about full financial security.
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Referring to the question of waivers of local costs, he recalled that, in

accordance with existing decisions of the Technical Assistante Committee, the Technical

Assistance Board was authorized to grant exemptions to governments in respect of local

costs, in-exceptional circumstances. Five countries had been granted general waivers

and eight to ten exemptions with regard to payment of local costs of projects had been

made. The Technical Assistance Committee-had also approved a new system of collection

of payment of local costs as from 1 January 1954, whereby governments made lump -sum

contributions to the Special Account. With the introduction of that system, the

Technical Assistance B+srd was of the opinion that exemptions from p ayment were no

longer necessary. The representative of WHO .on the Technical Assistance Board did

not agree, and had pointed out that the provisions for exemption still existed. The

Technical Assistance Board, pending a review of the criteria for the granting óf

exemptions, had extended the existing exemptions until the end of the year.

Dr. Kaul then drew attention t. paragraphs 1 and 2 of resolution WHA6.9 of the

Sixth World Health Assembly (Official Records No. 48) with regard to the study of

various proposals concerning the,. legislative and organizational set -up .of the

Technical Assistance J regramme.. The amendments to resolution 433 A (XIV) of the

Economic and Social Council. referred to in paragraph'2 of the resolution WHA6.9

related to the appointing?of_a whole -time Executive Chairman)fer the Technical

Assistance Board. The Sixth World Health Assembly had decided to defer consideration

of the question because further changes were under discussion.. Further developments

had since taken place and at the last session of the Technical Assistance Committee

orie delegation had put forward certain proposals for changing radically the organization

of the programme. It suggested the replacement of the automatic allocation of

resoUrces to the organizations by à system of allocation of money based on the cost

of programmes planned and approved at country level.
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The second suggestion was that programme approval should be taken over from the

Technical Assistance Board bÿ an intergovernmental body, the Board being an inter -

secretariat body. The Secretary - General of the United Nations, after Censultatüon

with the executive heads of the participating 6rganizations,had requested the

Technical Assistance Committee to defer consideration of those proposals until its

summer session so as to allow the Administrative Committee oh Co- ordination to express

its views on them. The Programme being operated by the participating organizations,

any changes in its supervision or opération were of direct concern to them. The

Director- General would be considering the matter with thé éther heads of the

participating organizations at the session of the Administrative Committee on

Co-ordination.

Dr. iMACKENZIE, representative of the Executive Board, said that the whole question

of WHOts participation in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance had been

considered at the thirteenth session of the Board, which had had before it a report

by the Director-General reproduced as Annex 12 to Official Records No. 52. The Board

had asked the Director -General to, prepare a further report covering the period between

its thirteenth session and the Seventh World Health Assembly, and that report was now
r

before the Committee in document K7 /P&B /2. He drew attention to the four resolutions

that the Board had adopted .on the .question, namely, EB13.R40,. EB13.R41, EB13.R42 and

FB13 x'.43 0

Dr. DJUKANOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the Expanded Programme of Teçhnical

Assistance, first approved in December 1949, represented a great'contríhútion to

international co- operation and to the advancement of under developed countries,
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The aid that Yugoslavia had received was already giving tangible results. It might

he useful at the present stage to review briefly experience to date and the problems

that had arisen in implementing the programme.

Many Yugoslav nationals who had been granted fellowships through Technical

Assistance had been able on their return to undertake work of the highest importance

involving modern medical techniques, and he wished to express the gratitude of his

Government for all the facilities that had been made available to those fellows by

countries, institutions and individual teachers.

To make sure that Technical Assistance was used to the best advantage and to

c.ovelop relationships with all international organizations in the field of health,

a special governmental committee composed of eminent public- health workers had been

set up in his country to examine in detail all proposed programmes and select

candidates for fellowships. _
A publication containing detailed information on the

working and living conditions of Yugoslav fellows, on the results they obtained in

their courses, and on the practical application of those results when they returned

home was at present in preparation._. That publication might be useful to all countries

that were seeking to discover the best way to make use of Technical Assistance.,

Experience in Yugoslavia showed that the sending of follows abroad for specialized

studies should be further developed, and that a more important place should be given

to fellowships in the ,programme, Short -term fellowships had proved to be of less

value, since they did not allow for sufficiently, specialized studies.

.
His delegation appreciated the valuable assistance that health administrations of

many countries,. including his own, had received from many experts sent as consultants

However, it was felt that that _form of assistance should not be given too rigid a plan

but should be adapted to the special conditions and needs of the various countries,
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It had also been found that the aid given:in solving: certain well- defined problems by

means  of long -term consultants was of more use to national health services than short

visits by individuals or groups.

An analysis, by the governmental committee he had mentioned, of the assistance in

the form of supplies given under the Technical Assistance Programme and by UNICEF had

shown that the establishment of blood transfusion centres, of rehabilitation centres,

of maternal and child health clinics, and of pasturization plants, and in general the

supply of equipment for health centres, were important aids to the development of health

services. There was no doubt that the other forms of assistance should be:or.ientated

in the same direction, with due regard to the'needs of particular Countries.

The governmental co. nittee had also arrived at the view that in some respects

Yugoslavia's health services had reached a level where it was possible totake fellows -

from other countries.. Fellows from under- developed countries, in. particular,, would

thus be in a position to learn how with modest resources it'was possible to obtain

valuable results, notably in the control'of.endemic.s3rphilis and communicable diseases

in general, as well as in public -health administration and the rehabilitation of the

physically handicapped.

He would now make' a few observations on the United Nations Expanded Programme of

Technical Assistance as a whole.

The past year had been one of great achievement, since for the first time the

interests of governments in the programme had reached a point where requests greatly

exceeded resources.. On the other hand, as` everyone knew,'the financial instability

_that had.- become evident during the year had had'serious cónsegtenoes: The particular

.problem to be solved was therefore:that:ofLstabilizing the financing'of the programme

and assuring its. conti nzity.
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At the moment, as could be seen from document A7 /P&B /2, the Technical Assistance

Administration was considering a number of proposed solutions to that problem,

and he considered that it would be in the interest of the World Health Organization

to give it every assistance in its task and to show the greatest possible under-

standing.

Another closely related problem was that of the proposed modification in the

system of au.oníâtic allocations. In .hisopinion, such a modification would represent

a positive development and must follow logically from the application of the

principle of comprehensive country programmes. On the other hand, the possibility

must be faced that it would lead to a reduction in the allocation to WHO, for it

was naturally in the economic field that under- developed countries were putting forth

the greatest effort, and their demands in the field of health might diminish

correspondingly. Of course, no delegate to the World Health Crganization would

desire that, for those who were responsible for the health policy of their countries

believed that the fight against_ poverty, ignorance and disease was one and the same.

What should be the attitude of WHO to that dilemma? First, in his opinion,

the new system should be applied by gradual stages. Secondly, during the transition

period WHO should apply all its efforts to the development of national health

administrations and concentrate on the programmes best calculated to raise the level

of public health. It could then be confidently hoped that in the comprehensive

programmes governments would not under- estimate the importance of public health.

Dr. MacCORMACK (Ireland) said that his delegation shared the view expressed

by the WHO representative at the meeting of the Technical Assistance Committee in

March that financial procedures in the Technical Assistance Programme should be
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such as to protect it from financial fluctuations. From that principle there naturally

followed the view that the necessary money for the ilplementátion of any. project

should be actually in the bank before the project began. That seemed to his delegation

to imply three requirements: first, that pledges should be paid more regularly,

secondly, that the Technical Assistance Administration should be able to develep a

procedure allowing for a reasonable amount of planing two or three ..years ahead, and

thirdly that projects should not necessarily be transferred to the regular budget

simply because of financial difficulties under the Technical Assistance Programme -

that practice, as recent events had shown', led to serious repercussions not only on

the Technical Assistance Programme itself but also on the regular programme.

In short, the only way to avoid financial fluctuations both in Technical

Assistance funds and in the regular budget was firstly so to arrange the regular

programme that it could be carried out whatever the state Of Technical.Assistance

funds, and secondly to make no firm commitments with governments under the. Technical

Assistance Programme until funds were actually available.

Dr. GARCIN (France), observed that the question of modifying the system of

automatic allocations was to be considered by the Economic and Social Council at its

eighteenth session. In those circumstances, a discussion at the present stage by a

specialized body such as the Health Assembly might be rather out of place.

Secondly, he had a few observations to make about resolution EB13.R44, to which

the representative of the Executive Board had drawn attention. In paragraph 1 of that

resolution the Executive Board took off its hat to the European national committees

for Technical Assistance, but in paragraph 2 it said that it had no need for them and

did not intend to make use of them. Turning to the preamble, he noted that the
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statement that the Organization's present channels of communications with governments

represented the officially expressed wish of.the governments concerned was not quite

accurate, since it was precisely those governments which, through their national

-committees, had asked to modify those channels of communications. In any case,, the

fact that a goverrunent had at one time expressed the desire to communicate through

certain channels did not mean that that method must necessarily be continued without

modification° In the next paragraph it was stated that the Director -General was the

sole authority for selecting the staff'of the Organization. He entirely agreed, but

the resolution concerned not the staff of the Organization but Technical Assistance

staff° Moreover the national committees were not proposing to choose staff but merely

to make suggestions with regard to that choice. The last paragraph of the preamble

said that to accept the proposals of the national committees would result in crippling

delays in implementing the projects and in additional administrative expenses. That

was not his own experience and he took leave to doubt it.

It seemed strange that the Organization should reject so roundly the assistance

offered by the national committees for Technical Assistance, whose establishment had

been recommended in basic resolutions adopted by the Economic and Social Council and

endorsed by the General Assembly. All the other specialized agencies had agreed to

make use of them and had put that decision into operation from the beginning of 1954.

He therefore wished to express his delegation's formal opposition to the

resolution,

Dr. MACKENZIE, representative of the Executive Board, said that the resolution

had been adopted by a majority of the Executive Board after a long discussion. It was

open to the Health Assembly to reverse the decision of the Board.
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In reply to a question put by Dr, DIBA (Iran)} the. CHAIRMAN said that the

Committee was at present concerned only with. item 6.5 of the agenda. When it had

considered items 6.6 and 6.7, it would proceed to vote .án paragraphs 3 and 5, which

had for the moment been left aside, of the draft ,resolution submitted by the

delegation of Brazil and amended by the delegation of Australia (document A7 /P &B/27).

MODIFICATION " IN THE PROGRAM E FOR 1954: Item 6.6 of the Agenda (Resolutions
WHA6.27 and EBJ á.R39; document A7 /P &B /3 )

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to document A7 /P&B /3 and in particular to the draft

resolution contained in Annex 3.

Noting that no delegate asked for the floor, he put the draft resolution to the

vote;.

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted.

The meeting rosé at 11.50 a.m.


